**Topic: Variegated grapefruit variety**

**Question:** Can you look at my ruby red grapefruit leaves and tell me what may be wrong with them? We planted the tree a year old and it has just now begun to really grow. We had not noticed these strange leaf colors before.

  Thelma, Fort Myers

**Answer:** There are a couple of red grapefruit varieties that have blotchy chlorotic areas on their leaves. If the chlorotic leaves are on a branch near the ground level and are not scattered throughout the canopy, then the most likely cause is herbicide damage. If not, consider this a genetic trait.
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**Useful Links**

Stephen’s Webpage

---

Stephen Brown is a horticulture agent with the Lee County Extension Service. Submit questions by calling the horticulture desk at 533-7504 between 9 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. or by brownsh@leegov.com.
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